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Less is more. The elegant LINETIK speaks a 
clear yet minimalist design language. With 
a cross-section measuring just 25 x 25 mm 
across all pendant bodies, as well as across 
the lighting elements and stands of all free- 
standing luminaires, the design is ultra-slim 
yet robust – and can be assembled in just 
a few steps, illuminating your room in a 
matter of minutes.

LINETIK
The perfect silhouette

Cross-section 25 x 25 mm
Actual size
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Simon Fisher, Director F Mark Ltd Luke Smith-WightmanMatt Free, Director F Mark Ltd

Design
Minimalism meets comfort

During the development of the LINETIK free-
standing and pendant luminaires, our team 
of designers and engineers challenged the 
established principles of lighting and office 
design. Zumtobel found the perfect partners 
in Simon Fisher and Matt Free from F Mark Ltd, 
along with Luke Smith-Wightman, to work 
on an ambitious shared vision: developing a 
lighting concept that would deliver maximum 
lighting comfort in any workplace, while at the 
same time carefully minimising consumption 
of valuable resources.
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Colour
Creative freedom

The uncompromisingly geometric design 
 enables you to express your personality 
through colour. Free-standing luminaires 
make a con fident design statement in black 
or white, while the  pendant  luminaires 
 offer yet more scope for  creative freedom: 
You can choose the  colour of the luminaire, 
the  reflector frame and the converter housing. 
Opt for  coor dinated  elements or specify your 
own combination of contrasting reflectors or 
even select a  converter housing that takes on 
the colour of the ceiling. With LINETIK, the 
choice really is yours.

*pendant luminaires only
Colours selected via myLINETIK

Luminaire 
Black | White | Silver*

  

Reflector frame
Black* | High-gloss aluminium

  

Converter housing*
Black | White | Silver
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Pendant luminaires
Maximum lighting comfort, minimal dimensions 

Innovative lighting technology and the extraordinary length of the 
lighting element make sure that light is directed just where you need 
it – right into your workspace. This high-performance design with 
a  luminous flux of around 6000 lumens ensures that light is distributed 
evenly, even across shared workplaces. With a UGR < 16 and a lumi-
nance of < 3000 cd/m2, this lighting solution features outstanding  
anti-glare  characteristics. An indirect light distribution of 60 percent 
and a direct light distribution of 40 percent create a comfortable  
working  environment. 

DC String technology by Tridonic allows electricity and data to be 
 transferred through the cable, while direct and indirect components 
are controlled separately via DALI or basicDIM wireless. The elegant 
wireless solution allows you to adjust the light with complete flexibility 
to suit the space, the cable length and the height and reflectivity of 
the ceiling.

Installation options for the converter housing

Surface-mounted Flush ceiling-mounted Integration into a  
modular ceiling
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The LINETIK line of free-standing luminaires enables you to create 
 solutions for unusual room shapes with complete flexibility. The long 
lighting head illuminates workspaces with a uniquely even and balanced 
light of around 500 lux, ensuring full compliance with the requirements 
of EN 12464. Indirect light directed towards the ceiling generates a  
welcoming atmosphere in your space.

Integrated light and presence sensors make it easy for you to support 
your employees with the right light throughout the day and to simulta-
neously save energy. Plus you can configure the system at any time to 
adjust the direct and indirect lighting components to suit your needs, 
either via the direct controls on the luminaire or via the optional  
remote control.

Free-standing luminaires
Lighting – done your way

Workplace for six people: Even  
lighting with two free-standing  
luminaires

Double or single workplace:  
Lighting from just one free-standing luminaire complies with the 
EN 12464 standards
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Slimline design
With a cross-section of just 25 x 25 mm, LINETIK is the slimmest professional 
 office luminaire on the market. No other product that satisfies the required stand-
ards can compete with these dimensions – and no other product boasts such a 
consistently linear concept with cables that transfer electricity and data directly to 
pendant luminaires. 

Impressive illumination
LINETIK strikes the perfect balance between room and workplace lighting. This 
powerful solution with zero glare offers full compliance with all the requirements 
of EN 12464. The individually adjustable direct and indirect components allow you 
to adjust the light to suit your specific space and situation with complete freedom 
and flexibility. 

Architectural integration
The minimalist and linear design of the LINETIK range is easy to integrate into any 
architectural concept – whether you opt for white or black or for pendant fittings 
with a luminaire head, reflector and converter housing in your own unique colour 
combination.

Top quality – with a five-year guarantee.
As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer, Zumtobel  
pro vides a five year manufacturer's guarantee on all  
Zumtobel branded products in accordance with the terms  
of guarantee at zumtobel.com/guarantee.

YEAR GUARANTEE
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Free-standing luminaires

Pendant luminaires

Free-standing luminaires

LINETIK
LED pendant and free-standing luminaires

LED ColoursMounting Optics

Overview

3000 K 
Warm white Black

White

Silver*

4000 K 
Neutral white

Pendant luminaires

*pendant luminaires only
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T H E  L I G H T

 Integrated 
lighting 
 solutions

Lighting and 
 emergency systems

Controls  
and sensors

Technical and 
financial  
services

Digital
services


